[Case report of synchronous manifestation of two malignant tumors--cervical cancer and malignant lymphoma].
According the morphological classification of tumors as metahronnic are defined tumors with more than two histological types in one anatomic region (one body), and as synchronous--these with two histological types in one anatomic area. Affected lymph nodes in cervical cancer is different and depends on the stage and histological type of tumor (squamous and adenocarcinoma) and is an important prognostic factor. Malignant non-Hodgkin's lymphoma populations (NHL) originale from the lymph organs and from their populations downstream lymphoid Stem cell to mature lymphocytes that have opportunities for transformation and proliferation. Recognition of different types of NHL is a complex diagnostic process, in which besides routine cytological and histological methods is requiring the use of immunohistological, imaging and invasive methods. We present the random case developed cervical cancer and malignant lymphoma.